6th Form Preparation
work for
RS: Philosophy and
Ethics
Listen to this podcast
exploring the idea that God
is a single entity, but one
known in three distinct forms
- Father, Son and Holy Spirit - has been a
central belief for most Christians since
the earliest years of the religion.
(Christian Thought)

The Trinity
BBC In Our Time podcast
Time: 1hr
Watch this BBC4
documentary showing how
the Christian interpretation of
the devil had changed over time, looking
to answer the question, where does he
come from?
(Christian Thought)
How the devil got his horns
BBC
Time: 1hr

Read one of the case studies from
the website. Choose an area of your
interest. This will develop your skills
of analysis and applying ethical
theories to particular situations. Identify how
different people might approach this particular
case and the arguments for and against their
positions. (Ethics)
Ethical Case Study
RE Online
Time: 1hr
Read the following article on the
nature of knowledge:
Nature of Knowledge Article
The following website also gives some
information which is really helpful:
Now answer the following questions:
1) What is the traditional way of defining
knowledge often called the tripartite definition
of knowledge.
2) Explain the Gettier Problem?
3) Explain the example of Fake Barn County.
(Philosophy)
Time: 1hrs
Watch the documentary showing
how Christianity has changed and
developed over the centuries. Make
notes on what the church was like pre and post
the scientific revolution in the 17th century.
(Christian Thought)
Christianity - God and Scientists
Time: 1hr

Listen to this podcast
Research the utilitarianism.
about Thomas Aquinas
Explain the main theory of
and his influence in
utilitarianism.
terms of theology,
philosophy and ethics. He is
Watch the following lecture.
arguably the most influential
Christian thinker in history.
Summarise the main ideas that Michael
(Philosophy/Ethics)
Sandel explores in the lecture.
Thomas Aquinas
(Philosophy/Ethics)
BBC In Our Time podcast
Michael Sandel Lecture
Time: 1hr
Time: 2hrs
Read the following arguments and decide whether you agree or
disagree. Explain why.
One: When I have some money in my wallet and then put my
wallet in my pocket I have some money in my pocket. When I walk into my
house with the money in my pocket I now have brought some money into
the house.
Two: If I sit in the bath and eat some roast duck there is now roast duck in
the bath.
Three: I have a pain in my toe and then I put my foot in my shoe, so it is now
true that I have a pain in my shoe.
Explain why you agree or disagree with each argument. Is there anything
strange about any of them?
(Philosophy)
Time: 1hr
Watch the
Read these series of
presentation on The
articles and complete the
Problem of Evil. It
tasks on the Historical
explores probably the biggest
Figure of Jesus of Nazareth.
question in human history.
It will give you skills of analysis of
1. Why does evil exist?
source texts and introduction to
2. Can evil and God both exist?
theological thought.
(Philosophy)
(Christian Thought)
Problem of Evil
Historical Figure of Jesus of Nazareth
Crash Course Philosophy
University of Cambridge
Time: 30m
Time: 2hrs

